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Understanding in action
45-90 minute interactive sessions

Monday 21 November – Friday 2 December 2016
‘Disinfection’ is about the basic human need to feel connected, especially in a disconnected, digital world. People
actively participate, instead of passively evaluate, as they would with other media. This is an on-your-feet experience
that:• Is a fun, dynamic encounter which activates lots of laughter and insight;
• Stimulates increased respect and understanding between colleagues, making them more capable of building
happier, more resilient teams that perform better, especially under stress.
• Consists of facilitated sequence of games, exercises and activities that involve music, dance, improvisation and
discussion, interactive learning, inter-personal reflection and the sharing of stories (all of which are easy, but
might challenge you in new ways – there’s no right or wrong, fear not, we’ll warm you up into the process.)
• Invites people to consider feelings, beliefs and attitudes in a contained professional environment.
This time, we’ve designed sessions specifically about HIV and disability, but we can also focus on communication,
teamwork, values, performance, behaviour – pretty much anything. Each session is tailor-made for your unique
workplace community, and your investment includes consultation and design as well as photography. We will
adapt the program to suit the space you have available. Just sorry, no powerpoint, and no observers – everyone
participates fully, except latecomers (they’re politely locked out!)
WARNING: This is probably unlike anything your colleagues have experienced before: a playful, enjoyable and
surprising encounter, quiet at times, and happily crazy at others. Most people don’t want the session to end…
The intervention is designed and co-facilitated by Sean O’Connor, ex-teacher, performer and producer of theatre in the workplace, and principal
author of ‘Positive People: Managing HIV&Aids in the Workplace and Community’ (Pearson, 2002) and Heather Schiff, practicing psychologist,
postgraduate consultant to both UCT’s GSB and Wits University, and South Africa’s first registered drama therapist.

*INVESTMENT:

These are approximate, and are ex. VAT, and sound (if required) and travel.
> 30 people: R 9,500; > 80 people: R 15,500; > 150 people: R 19,500

We have recently produced unique, vibrant interactions in the workplace on a diverse range of issues, including corporate
values and performance management (oy vey!), working with the Western Cape Department of the Premier, I&J Ltd.,
Woolworths Financial Services and Ackermans. In the past, we’ve produced HIV-related interventions for Shell, BP,
Transnet, ACSA, Media24, MTN, Nedgroup and other organizations, large and small. We continue to evolve our practice into
the fields of change management, strategy and implementation, purpose activation and organizational development.

Please contact us at info@takeawaytheatre.com, or Sean on 083.9888.258 or 021.448.9737.
Larger groups can be accommodated, depending on logistics. All prices subject to final brief. © TakeAwayTheatre and Training 2016
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